High resolution retinal imaging with a compact adaptive optics spectral domain optical coherence tomography system
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ABSTRACT

Adaptive optics (AO) is used to correct ocular aberrations primarily in the cornea, lens, and tear film of every eye. Among other applications, AO allows high lateral resolution images to be acquired with scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) is a high-speed imaging technique that can acquire cross-sectional scans with micron-scale axial resolution at tens to hundreds of kHz line rates. We present a compact clinical AO-SDOCT system that achieves micron-scale axial and lateral resolution of retinal structures. The system includes a line scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO) for simultaneous wide-field retinal viewing and selection of regions-of-interest. OCT and LSLO imaging and AO correction performance are characterized. We present a case study of a single subject with hyper-reflective lesions associated with stable, resolved central serous retinopathy to compare and contrast AO as applied to scanning laser ophthalmoscopy and optical coherence tomography. The two imaging modes are found to be complementary in terms of information on structure morphology. Both provide additional information lacking in the other. This preliminary finding points to the power of combining SLO and SDOCT in a single research instrument for exploration of disease mechanisms, retinal cellular architecture, and visual psychophysics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive optics (AO) is a continuously applied to ophthalmic imaging systems to correct ocular aberrations and to provide a higher transverse resolution than can be achieved absent adjustment for aberrations [1-2]. AO systems use a wavefront sensor (WS) to detect and measure ocular aberrations and a deformable mirror (DM) to manipulate the wavefront to achieve near-diffraction-limited focusing in the eye. The WS and DM are usually elements in a feedback control loop for dynamic correction of optical distortions arising from tear film. For scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, AO enables in-vivo resolution of the photoreceptor cone mosaic [3], leukocytes [4], the foveal avascular zone [5], and retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) mosaic [6], among other retinal structures and cells. However, even with diffraction-limited focus, the eye’s numerical aperture limits depth sectioning to a depth-of-field of 75-100 µm at best [7].

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses low coherence interferometry techniques to achieve superb depth sectioning to several microns axial resolution. This type of instrument has allowed routine examination and collection of high-resolution cross-sectional scans of retinal layers. AO has recently been applied to time-domain and high-speed spectral domain OCT systems to increase signal and resolution in various retinal layers [8-10]. However, by its nature, spectral domain OCT collects information more slowly in the en-face plane, and thus presents a challenge for imaging structures such as the cone mosaic [10]. Moreover, SDOCT is not suited for some advanced imaging techniques, for example to collect autofluorescence signals from lipofuscin. Thus, we view adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) and adaptive optics spectral domain optical coherence tomography (AO-SDOCT) as complementary. Both have achieved impressive results for diagnosis of retinal disease, for exploring and understanding the complete cellular architecture of vision and its development, and for assisting in the development of novel drug and gene-based treatment methods. However, both have inherent deficiencies that may restrict their capabilities. The full picture for clinical or research applications may only come by combination of SLO and OCT techniques.
In this paper, we present the development of a compact AO-SDOCT instrument suitable for clinical use. We also discuss the combined application of AO-SDOCT and AOSLO for retinal disease diagnosis and examination. This is done via case study, where a subject with stable lesions that developed during central serous retinopathy, was imaged both with AO-SDOCT and with AOSLO. This case study highlights the advantages and disadvantages of both techniques and points toward further engineering and development that may yield a more ideal imaging instrument.

2. METHODS

2.1 Optical Setup

The AO-SDOCT optical setup is shown in Fig. 1. The system has been described in detail elsewhere [11] and is covered here only briefly. The major components are the line scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO), spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) interferometer and spectrometer, Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor (WS) and deformable mirror (DM). The fixation target is an 8×8 LED that communicates to the computer via serial line.

The LSLO provides wide-field (~20-deg) retinal images [12] for selection of targets or regions for further examination with the high-resolution SDOCT component. The LSLO beam uses a 735-nm laser diode and delivers less than 500-µW of power to the retina in a focused line. A linear array detector (Dalsa Inc.) collects the back-scattered LSLO light. The LSLO uses custom scan and detector objectives (O1 and O2) to correct chromatic aberration and achieve good field flatness.

![Fig. 1. Optical setup of the compact AO-SDOCT system. Main components include line scanning laser ophthalmoscope (LSLO), SDOCT interferometer and spectrometer, Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor and deformable mirror.](image-url)
linear array detector (Atmel Inc.) are used in the spectrometer. An 80/20 fiber coupler is used in the interferometer. Polarization controllers and a circulator are used to maximize throughput. A cube is used in the reference path to compensate dispersion in the sample path optics and eye. A Broadlighter superluminescent diode (Superlum Inc.) at 830±30 nm achieves ~4 μm axial resolution in the eye. The OCT beam delivers less than 400-μW of power to the retina.

The WS uses a 65×65 lenslet array and 1024×1024 pixel, 12-mm CCD camera (Dalsa Inc.). A MEMS-based DM (Boston Micromachines Inc.) with 141 actuators and a ~4 μm stroke is used for wavefront correction. A pellicle beamsplitter directs a portion of the OCT return beam to the wavefront sensor.

2.2 Instrumentation

A block diagram of the system instrumentation is shown in Fig. 2. The deformable mirror (DM) uses high-voltage drive electronics and a single PCI digital card to drive all actuators. Two CameraLink framegrabbers (National Instruments Inc.) are used to acquire images from the WS, LSLO, and SDOCT cameras (the PCI-1430 is capable of acquiring images from two cameras). Two computer-controlled stages (Velmx Inc.) are used to position the optical delay line mirror (for coherence range) and the DM mirror stage (for focus). Software drivers allow these stages to operate either independently or locked together so that the coherence range can remain fixed while focus is adjusted.

![Fig. 2. Instrumentation setup for the compact AO-SDOCT system. Acronyms are as in Fig. 1 with GB: galvanometer board and FG: framegrabber.](image)

A slightly modified version of this layout is currently used pending final completion of the development of a custom real-time SDOCT image processing board. Further details on the design and implementation of the real-time SDOCT image processing board can be found in these proceedings [13]. In lieu of this custom board, an USB data acquisition controller is used to drive the galvanometers.
Both controller computers operate custom acquisition and analysis software written in LabVIEW (National Instruments Inc.), Matlab (Mathworks Inc.), and C/C++. The primary computer controls acquisition and processing of WS and LSLO images, control of the DM, and other AO processing and display (e.g., calculation of wavefront error map, RMS wavefront error, Strehl ratio, and Zernike coefficients). The second computer performs all SDOCT image acquisition and processing. Completion of the custom real-time processing board development in early-spring 2007 will obviate the need for the second computer. The user interfaces for the current software are shown in Fig. 3.

2.3 Subjects
Seven volunteers (4 men, 3 women) have been tested to date. In this paper, we present images and results from 3 subjects. One subject had a resolved (i.e., stable) case of central serous retinopathy. All other subjects had normal eyes without disease. Informed consent was obtained prior to image acquisition according to our Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved protocol. Subjects were typically imaged for about one hour to collect a variety of line and raster scans. The subjects were dilated with a mydriatic agent (0.8% tropicamide/5% phenylephrine) to accept the full diameter of the OCT beam and to maximize the effects of AO on the corrected performance in the eye. The subjects were positioned with a 3-axis stage equipped with a bite bar and head-rest.

3. RESULTS
The system performance was characterized in terms of qualitative LSLO and SDOCT imaging performance and AO correction. We have previously shown an improvement of 3-10 dB in signal-to-noise ratio with AO correction for all subjects [11]. Figure 4 shows LSLO and OCT images from 3 subjects. The SDOCT cross-sectional scans are centered on the fovea. For subjects 1 and 2 the line extends 6.5 deg and for subject 3 it extends 5.2 deg. The LSLO raster scans extend ~19 deg. across the retina. This field of view is enough to image the entire macula or include the fovea and most of the optic disc.
The SDOCT foveal scans show good resolution of all retinal layers and penetration into the choroid. The single frames show a continuous external limiting membrane across the entire image. Resolution of structures in the photoreceptor layer and vessels and capillaries in the ganglion cell and inner nuclear layers are also apparent. The LSLO images also show high contrast resolution of retinal features commensurate with the field of view. The foveal reflex is visible in subject 1. The bright lamina cribrosa layer in the optic disc is visible in subject 2. Signals from within the lumen of the large vessels are visible in all three subjects.

The adaptive optics performance is summarized in Fig. 5, showing OCT scans, wavefront error maps, and point spread functions with (left column) and without (right column) AO correction. With AO, the RMS wavefront error typically decreased to ~0.1 for most subjects. The temporal profile of the RMS wavefront error is shown in Fig. 5g. The closed loop bandwidth, determined from the 10-90% risetime of the curve in Fig. 5g, is 4 Hz. Fig. 5h shows the correction as a function of Zernike order. RMS error decreased for all orders up to 7.
Fig. 5. Adaptive optics performance and its effect on wavefront aberrations. The left column contains data with AO correction (a, c, e) while the right column illustrates system performance without AO (b, d, f). (a) and (b) are representative SDOCT images acquired with AO on and off, respectively. The corresponding wavefront error maps are shown ((c) and (d)) as are the calculated point spread functions ((e) and (f)). The temporal profile of the RMS error is shown in (g) and the average RMS error (for all frames with AO on and off) as a function of Zernike coefficient order is displayed in (h).

4. CASE STUDY: CENTRAL SEROUS RETINOPATHY

To illustrate the complementary nature of AOSLO and AO-SDOCT, we imaged the lesions of the subject with stable CSR with both modes. The AOSLO images were acquired from the system at Indiana University, which is equipped with a retinal tracker (tAOSLO) [14]. The wide field LSLO image of the lesions is shown in Fig. 6, which also shows the approximate location of the scans in Figs. 7-9. In the wide-field LSLO image, these lesions are hyper-reflective, but no information about the source of hypopigmentation or integrity of individual layers can be gleaned from the low resolution image.
Cross-sectional SDOCT scans (6.5 deg.) through the lesions are displayed in Fig. 7. Shown are a single image and a composite image generated from 11 co-aligned frames. The composite image shows a reduction in speckle. From the depth-resolved OCT scan, we can begin to gather information about the lesions. First, it is apparent that they are not drusen as there is no elevation of the RPE layer. The lesion thickness encompasses the entire thickness of the photoreceptor, RPE, and choriocapillaris layers. The external limiting membrane is elevated, but the anterior plexiform, nuclear, ganglion, and nerve fiber layers appear to be unaffected. The integrity of the photoreceptor layer cannot be determined from the cross-sectional OCT images.

A montage of en-face AOSLO raster scans (~0.8×1 deg.) at various retinal depths through the left lesion is shown in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8a, it is clear that there are still large patches of photoreceptors within the lesions. Although microperimetry is necessary to determine the viability of these cones, there doesn’t appear to be any diminution of their wave-guiding properties. There are several patches without cones, but these are dark and not the source of the hypopigmentation seen in the wide-field LSLO images. Multiple-scattered light, which is probably the predominate source of the LSLO hyper-reflectance, appears to arise from layers above the photoreceptors. This conclusion is not inconsistent with the conclusions drawn from Fig. 7, because OCT primarily detects single-scattered light.

A montage created from an AO-SDOCT raster scan at various retinal depths through the lesions and surrounding tissue is shown in Fig. 9. During the acquisition of this raster, the AO focus was set to the photoreceptor layer. The analysis software was configured to orient the sliced plane at any angle with respect to the cross-sectional raster scans. This allowed resolution of complete layers that were at acute angles with respect to the fly-through plane. For example, in Fig. 9d, to visualize capillaries across the entire en-face image, the fly-through plane is tilted with respect to normal incidence to match the anatomical plane in which the vessels lie.
Fig. 8. tAOSLO images of lesions at various retinal depths from the cone mosaic (a) and progressively more superficial to the bottom of the nerve fiber layer (e). Each image consists of ~8 aligned and co-added frames. The frame dimensions are ~0.8×1 deg.

Fig. 9. AO-SDOCT montage of retinal layers. En-face images were constructed from OCT raster scan. Corresponding layer in cross-sectional scan are shown to the right of each en face image. (a) Nerve fiber layer (fibers bundles just visible running slightly off horizontal), (b) large retinal vessels in the ganglion cell layer, (c) small capillaries between inner plexiform and inner nuclear layers, (d) small capillaries at base of inner nuclear layer, (e) posterior outer plexiform layer (top of lesions), (f) photoreceptor outer segments, (g) photoreceptor inner segments, (h) choroid. Scale bar = 100 µm.
The retinal layers from the nerve fibers (Fig. 9a) through the choroid (Fig. 9h) are shown. Because the focus was set to the photoreceptor layer and its thickness is relatively shallow, the contrast of the individual nerve fiber bundles in Fig. 9a is not large. However, note that the angular orientation of the fibers matches that shown in Fig. 8e. Figure 9b-d show retinal vessels in the anterior layers (Fig. 9b: ganglion cell layer; Fig. 9c: junction between inner plexiform and inner nuclear layers; Fig. 9d: posterior inner nuclear layer). The reflectance profile of the smallest capillary diameter in Fig. 9d measures ~3 µm FWHM, although the actual vessel diameter is probably slightly larger than this. Fig. 9e shows that the disruption caused by the lesions extends into the outer plexiform layer. This fact is not evident in the cross-sectional image in Fig. 7. Fig. 9f shows the top of the lesions near the external limiting membrane. There does appear to be some structure in the lesions, although the integrity of a photoreceptor layer is not as clear in this view as it is in Fig. 8a. Fig. 9g shows the photoreceptor cone mosaic, albeit distorted by lateral eye movements. Note that both the AO-SDOCT scans of Fig. 9g and the AOSLO scans of Fig. 8a show disruption of the cone mosaic in the same circumferential regions around the lesions. Finally, Fig. 9h shows the large vessels in the choroid. Because of limited depth penetration, it is not clear that lesion disruption extends into the choroid, although the cross-sectional scan of Fig. 7 suggests that it does not.

It should be clear from Figs. 7-9 that both the AOSLO and AO-SDOCT provides information on lesion morphology and retinal structure that the other does not. Together, they allow several different views of a particular target. Future studies include configuration of the Indiana University AOSLO for acquisition of SDOCT scans on a clinical population with AMD and other retinal diseases [14].

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented the design, performance characterization, and initial human subject testing of a compact clinical adaptive optics spectral domain optical coherence tomography system. Simultaneous high-contrast wide-field confocal LSLO imaging allows retinal targets or structures to be selected and monitored. AO correction reduces the RMS wavefront error to <0.1 µm and increases the SDOCT image SNR to 3-10 dB for most subjects. Visualization of the smallest retinal capillaries in the inner nuclear layer is demonstrated. The performance of the system in comparison to an AOSLO is presented. The system is suitable for imaging a wide variety of retinal conditions. Future plans include integration of a SDOCT detection path into the AOSLO at Indiana University, studies of retinopathy of prematurity at Children’s Hospital Boston, and an investigation of laser damage thresholds and mechanisms with AO-generated near diffraction-limited beams.
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